
VISION OF OIL OVER THE UK – MICHЀLE GRANDFIELD 
 
This vision was given by the Lord in 2011. 
 
‘I could see oil as from an oil tanker spill and a bird which had been destroyed, with all in its feathers 
covered in the thick black oil. Then I could see golden oil on the ground and realised I was looking at 
waves coming in slowly. What I was seeing was the edge of a great body of oil, like a lake, sea or 
ocean. I could see a seagull type bird pecking away at the edge of the oil. I asked God what this bird 
was and He said “it’s the enemy trying to stop the oil, but he can’t because he knows if he goes into 
the oil he’s ruined”, just like the bird caught in the oil tanker spill I saw at first.  
 
As I looked the vision panned out and I could see oil on an old black and white paper map. The thick 
patch of golden oil was right over Moggerhanger. It began spreading over Bedford, Bedfordshire, the 
surrounding counties. As the vision panned out more, the oil was covering the heart of England. It 
was moving over England, then Wales, then over to Ireland. I said to the Lord “what about 
Scotland?” The Lord said “Watch” and I could see the oil seeping into the paper map, seeping to the 
whole of the UK. Not one place would be left uncovered by the thick golden oil! 
  
Then I saw feet walking in boots in unison through the oil. It was the feet of a great army and I could 
see them splashing in the oil as they marched on and on!  
 
I asked the Lord where this army were marching to, He replied “Heaven”. 
 
The Lord revealed this is about Holy Spirit covering this land, this once Great Britain and that there 
will be a great Reformation! The oil of His presence will move into hearts and lives bringing 
Transformation! A great army will arise and the enemy will be powerless to stop it. An army in total 
unity of spirit and love. We are the generation who are to visit heaven to gain strategies from God 
for these end-times. It is our inheritance purchased by our precious Jesus Christ! And this nation, 
these islands will become united – it will become a Kingdom Nation! ALL FOR THE GLORY OF OUR 
GOD!!! 
 

  
 


